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Open text poll

Where are you from?
(1/2)

0 3 1

Greece

Albania

Croatia

Montenegro

Spain

Spain

Bulgaria

Italy

Spain

NEXT MED, Cagliari

France

Lazio

Cyprus

Spain

Greece

Thessaloniki Greece

Greece

Croatia

Bulgaria

Greece

Slovenia

Croatia, IPTPO

Croatia

Italy, Rome

Italy

Cyprus

Slovenia

Podgorica, Montenegro

Lazio Region

Italy



Open text poll

Where are you from?
(2/2)

0 3 1

Spain

Croatia

Málaga (Spain)

Greece

Montenegro

Slovenia



Multiple-choice poll

What best describes your primary role or
involvement in the field of sustainable tourism?
(1/2)

0 3 5

Academic researcher or educator
20 %

Etrepreneur or business owner
3 %

Government or policy maker
23 %

Destination Management Organisation
11 %

NGOs/interest group organisation representatifve
20 %



Multiple-choice poll

What best describes your primary role or
involvement in the field of sustainable tourism?
(2/2)

0 3 5

Sectoral agency representative
0 %

Other
23 %



Multiple-choice poll

What is your link with the Mission?
(1/2)

0 3 2

Associated partner of the project
38 %

National Contact Point
3 %

Partner in another Interreg Euro-MED Mission governance
projects

9 %

Candidate to be a partner in an Interreg Euro-MED Thematic
Project

3 %

External stakeholder from non-EU Eastern/Southern
Mediterranean territory

0 %

External stakeholder from EU Mediterranean territory
3 %



Multiple-choice poll

What is your link with the Mission?
(2/2)

0 3 2

External stakeholder from EU non-Mediterranean territory
0 %

Representative of an EU funding programme
3 %

Other
41 %



Wordcloud poll

What three keywords come to your mind when
you think of Sustainable Tourism?

0 3 4

Heritage
future

localcommunity
Environment

Circularity
Seasonality

Resource management

Resilience

Protection

People

Climate impact

Balance

wealth

respectful

peace

mobility

inclusion

diversification

climate

clean

capacity building

Slow tourism

Slow

Single use plastic

Rural

Resource

RegenerateProsperity

Pleasure

Overtourism

NatureMonitoring



Open text poll

Which specific thematic area within sustainable
tourism are you most interested in or working
on? Please specify your organisation when
responding
(1/2)

0 2 6

Circular economy pwd

4

2-EPLO

4 - IUCN / MEET Network

4. Nature, Biodiversity and Green

Infrastructure (Lazio)

circular economy, nature

biodiversity (CISP(

2

Circular economy

1

3

University of Ljubljana -1, 2

Climate change adaptation

Lazio Region, 3

1

4- UTH

climate change

Nature biodiversity

2 and 3 ASCAME

4

3

3

Climate change adaptation

2 (UNIMED)



Open text poll

Which specific thematic area within sustainable
tourism are you most interested in or working
on? Please specify your organisation when
responding
(2/2)

0 2 6

5

4

Circular economy

2

2

2



Multiple-choice poll

What level of impact do you expect from the
Sustainable Tourism Mission governance
projects to have in addressing greener, smarter
and more resilient tourism?

0 3 4

Very high impact - it has the potential to significantly transform the
tourism industry

32 %

Moderate impact - it can contribute to positive change, but more
efforts are needed

50 %

Limited impact - it may have a small effect on the overall
sustainability agenda

15 %

Unsure/No opinion
3 %



Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

What Mission activities would you like to be
more interested/involved in?

0 2 6

Join the Med platform
38 %

Mediterranean Clusters
69 %

Driving Tourism Transition Panels
19 %

Cross Network Alliance
23 %

Interreg Euro-MED Academy
31 %



Open text poll

What other actions could the Sustainable
Tourism Mission governance projects undertake
to engage more with you and favour synergies
to achieve a higher impact?
(1/2)

0 2 0

Data sharing

Enhancement of the network of

sustainable tourism observatories

Best practice exchange, making

good synthesis for good

transferring

Data Sharing

Data sharing

Engagement of policy makers

capitalise, sharing and make

available results and tools coming

from projects

other than Euromed, eg. enicbcmed

, digital platforms already developes

Alignment with other initiatives

Cartographic representations/data

sharing

Involve high school and university

students and youth in general

Engage and involve policy makers

since the beginning

Study visits

Envolving and benefiting local

people



Open text poll

What other actions could the Sustainable
Tourism Mission governance projects undertake
to engage more with you and favour synergies
to achieve a higher impact?
(2/2)

0 2 0

Involvement with other

programmes

prepare common proposals

Content of activities

Align with other relevant activities

Alignment with other relevant

initiatives

Alignment with other relevant

initiatives

Synergies Witherspoon other

interreg programs

Sharing methodologies

Social media posts

Capacity building

Alignment with other relevant

initiatives



Open text poll

Any upcoming event or key development linked
to our Mission to which we should pay attention
or follow?

0 0 8

International conference in Tirana

15-16 Dec 2023

Cluster event

Fitur 24. Madrid

vacations

athens

Launching of the DTT Panels

Marseille April

Calls

Rome

Rome


